Powering your discovery.

Expertise beyond words.
In an age when a multi-million dollar
litigation or investigation can turn on a
single email, the skillful navigation of
electronic information is critical. That’s
where we come in.

What you
get:

H5 is the leading provider of e-discovery
and document review solutions, specializing
in finding the documents that matter in

litigation and investigations. Our experts
combine linguistic know-how with advanced
technology to find what you need, better and
faster than any other service provider. Add
to that our subject matter expertise from
supporting the most prominent companies
and firms in specialized areas of litigation
and you have a force multiplier that will help
you gain the advantage in your next case.

Where We Help

How We Help

With H5’s unique form of managed, technologyassisted review, we can help in:

H5 leverages both human expertise and advanced
technology to support legal teams in:

• Document intensive litigation
Ease of use.
Just tell us
what you
need to find.
We find it.

Early Case Assessment
Know more sooner.

• Corporate and government investigations
• Regulatory inquiries and responses

H5’s linguistic experts use advanced technology
early to find key documents that help you assess
the merits of your case.

• Defensible disposal
• Enterprise data management

Accuracy.
Get exactly
what you need
and only what
you need.

Technology-Assisted Review
Ensure accuracy and defensibility.

• Data classification and reduction

Fully managed technology-assisted first pass
document review that is faster, more accurate and
priced lower than alternatives.

Representative Matters
Litigation

Flexibility.
Change course
as needed
without costly
re-review.

Speed.
Fast & scalable
regardless
of document
volume.

• Antitrust

• Food labeling

• Bankruptcy

• Intellectual Property

• Breach of contract

• Product liability

• Class actions

• Toxic tort

• Fraud

• Securities

Case Preparation
Find the evidence you need to win.
We’ll help locate hot documents in your production
or theirs to help you craft an outline of proof, build
a chronology, identify or impeach a witness, or
develop a narrative for trial.

Investigations & Regulatory Inquiries

Keyword and Protocol Consulting
Be aligned with best practices.

• Anti-competitive behavior
• Breach of fiduciary duty

We know our stuff. Let H5 help you develop
the most effective keyword search or design a
defensible review protocol you can justify to
opposing counsel or the bench.

• Environmental violations
• FCPA violations
• Financial & accounting fraud
• Government & procurement fraud

Value.
Competitive
pricing with
more for the
money.

H5

E-Discovery & Hosting
Get the support you expect and deserve.

• HSR second requests
• Trade secret theft

H5’s experts are well-versed in every aspect of
processing and hosting. H5 uses Nuix processing
and we’re Relativity® certified.

• Price fixing
• Insider trading
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Case Studies
Preparing for Trial Quickly and
Cost-Effectively

H5’s Findings Expose Witness’
Evasion

A telecommunications company facing a
securities class action lawsuit needed a costeffective solution for reviewing several million
documents. H5’s exceptional accuracy eliminated
the need for in-house first-pass review, saving
the client 60 percent on total review costs and
reducing review time by 50 percent, enabling
redeployment of legal resources to strategic case
preparation work.

Counsel for a large corporate plaintiff in a $1 billion
IP dispute had an upcoming deposition with a key
adverse witness. With input from the client’s legal
team, H5 identified non-obvious but contradicting
email communications and linked the witness to
instant messaging IDs that unearthed additional
communications that would have otherwise been
missed. Bottom line: H5’s findings enabled counsel
to surprise the witness at deposition and confirm
the witness’ knowledge of key activities at issue
in the matter.

“

H5’s Mobile Team Goes to China
A publicly-traded China-based company facing
a SEC investigation required e-discovery work
in Beijing. With no access to the outside world
permitted, H5’s mobile team created a closed
network onsite with a standalone Relativity®
network and performed intelligent data reduction,
reducing 900k files down to the 22,847 that were
potentially relevant—a 97% reduction—tagging
those that were potentially privileged for advanced
review, meeting all deadlines.

Expert Culling Saves Fortune 500
Corporation $1 Million
A national law firm needed to conduct an internal
investigation on behalf of its Fortune 500 client.
With only a lean review team, a tight timeline, and
over 1 million documents, the firm looked for ways
to minimize data volume. Through expert culling
based on advanced linguistic strategies, H5
reduced the collection by nearly half and identified
and prioritized a subset of documents for further
review, leading them to the critical documents
and saving the client over $1 million.

Give us a call at

|

A Fortune 500 conglomerate engaged H5 for
a review for production. After fully vetting H5’s
first delivered set of responsive and privileged
documents, the attorneys changed course.
Because H5’s accuracy was so high, instead of a
document-by-document review, they decided to
only review samples of subsequent deliveries.
H5 effectively eliminated first- and second-pass
review, cutting time to production by 18 weeks
and saving the client over $2 million.

— Richard Goetz, Esq.
Partner
O’Melveny &
Myers LLP

Keyword Optimization Saves Major
Bank Time and Money
Keyword search for a bank served with third-party
subpoena returned 92% of the bank’s 65,000
collected documents. In 2 weeks, H5 created, tested, and delivered refined keywords that reduced
false positives by 50% and supported outside
counsel’s meet-and-confer negotiation by providing keyword analysis and substantiation reports.

1.866.999.4215 to learn how we can help you.

H5 helps law firms and corporate counsel
find the documents that matter in litigation
and investigations.

H5

Client Saves $2 Million and 18 Weeks
with High-Quality Review

Through our
alliance with H5,
we are able to
offer our clients
clear strategic and
financial benefits
in addressing
complex litigation
needs.

Whether documents need to be produced, withheld,
or used to support or refute facts at deposition or trial,
H5’s mission is to help find them—quickly, easily and
at a lower cost than any other alternative.
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